more style.
more function.
more radiant.

the radiant® collection

DESIGNER SWITCHES & OUTLETS
You deserve a home that’s a step above ordinary.

With designer switches and outlets from the radiant® Collection, upgrading your space with style and innovation starts at the wall. Available in an array of classic colors and metallic finishes, all enhanced by clean, screwless wall plates, the radiant Collection complements any space, while also delivering industry-leading features for smarter control and faster charging. Get more style, comfort and convenience – go more radiant.
DESIGNER OUTLETS

- SELF-TEST GFCI OUTLET
  - Self-tests every 3 seconds for greater ground fault protection
  - Removable common reset button for fast troubleshooting
  - Meets NEC code requirements for kitchens and baths

- WIRELESS CHARGER
  - Provides in-wall Qi wireless charging
  - Includes tamper-resistant outlet and built-in USB connection
  - Features charging indicator light and clip for holding phone in place

- TAMPER-RESISTANT TR OUTLET
- SINGLE POLE/3-WAY SWITCH/ TR OUTLET COMBINATION
- WEATHER-RESISTANT TR OUTLET
- ULTRA-FAST 6A HYBRID A/C USB CHARGERS WITH TR OUTLET
- USB CHARGER WITH TR OUTLET
- OUTDOOR ULTRA-FAST USB CHARGING OUTLET
- WIRELESS CHARGER
FULL LED NIGHT LIGHT
- Provides convenient touch control
- Features five adjustable light levels (including off)
- Includes hidden sensor for automatic control based on ambient light

DESIGNER SWITCHES

TRU-UNIVERSAL DIMMER
- Self-calibrates to select appropriate lamp type
- Works with virtually any dimmable bulb
- Operates with 0-10V loads

FULL LED NIGHT LIGHT
- Provides convenient touch control
- Features five adjustable light levels (including off)
- Includes hidden sensor for automatic control based on ambient light

NIGHT LIGHT WITH TAMPER-RESISTANT OUTLET
- Tamper-resistant outlet

COMBINATION TAMPER-RESISTANT 15A SELF-TEST NIGHT LIGHT/GFCI
- 15A self-test GFCI

SINGLE POLE SWITCH
- Single pole switch

FOUR-BUTTON PRESET TIMER
- Four-button preset timer

MULTI-LOCATION MASTER DIMMER
- Multi-location master dimmer

TRU-UNIVERSAL DIMMER
- Tru-universal dimmer
SMART LIGHTING

SMART TRU-UNIVERSAL DIMMER
WWRL50CCV2

SMART SWITCH
WWRL10CCV2

SMART PLUG-IN SWITCH
WWP10CCV2

SMART PLUG-IN TRU-UNIVERSAL DIMMER
WWP20CCV2

SMART PLUG-IN OUTDOOR GFCI
WWP30CCV2

SMART LIGHTING
• Provides control of lights from anywhere via the Smart Lights app
• Enables scheduling, grouping, and the creation of scenes
• Integrates with Amazon Alexa and Google Home products for voice control

SMART LIGHTING, PLUG-IN
• Plugs into an existing outlet for easy installation
• Provides control of lamps and other small appliances
• Enables easy smart control possible for rental properties

SMART SWITCH
WWRL10CCV2

SMART TRU-UNIVERSAL DIMMER
WWRL50CCV2

SMART PLUG-IN SWITCH
WWP10CCV2

SMART PLUG-IN TRU-UNIVERSAL DIMMER
WWP20CCV2

SMART PLUG-IN OUTDOOR GFCI
WWP30CCV2
BROADCAST INTERCOM

- Provides accessible whole-home communication
- Features convenient buttons for monitoring and muting
- Allows answering of the front door from any room

MULTI-ROOM AUDIO KEYPAD
AU7010-WH

SELECTIVE CALL ROOM UNIT
IC7017

BROADCAST INTERCOM ROOM STATION
IC7000-WH

WALL PLATES

- Feature a sleek, screwless design for cleaner lines and a sophisticated look
- Complement any décor with a range of classic color options and metallic finishes
- Available in one to six gang options

WALL PLATES

WHITE
LIGHT ALMOND
IVORY
GRAY
BROWN
BLACK
NICKEL
DARK BRONZE
GRAPHITE